Abstract. There are variety of computational algorithms need sequential sweeping; sweeping based on specific order; on a structured grid, e.g., preconditioning (smoothing) by SOR or ILU methods and solution of eikonal equation by fast sweeping algorithm. Due to sequential nature, parallel implementation of these algorithms usually leads to miss of efficiency; e.g. a significant convergence rate decay. Therefore, there is an interest to parallelize sequential sweeping procedures, keeping the efficiency of the original method simultaneously. This paper goals to parallelize sequential sweeping algorithms on structured grids, with emphasis on SOR and ILU preconditioners. The presented method can be accounted as an overlapping domain decomposition method combined to a multi-frontal sweeping procedure. The implementation of method in one and two dimensions are discussed in details. The extension to higher dimensions and general structured n-diagonal matrices is outlined. Introducing notion of alternatively block upper-lower triangular matrices, the convergence theory is established in general cases. Numerical results on model problems show that, unlike related alternative parallel methods, the convergence rate and efficiency of the presented method is close to the original sequential method. Numerical results also support successful use of the presented method as a cache efficient solver in sequential computations as well.
1. Introduction. Structured grids are commonly used in scientific computing for the purpose of numerical solution of partial differential equations (PDEs). Despite the unstructured grid based methods which manage domain complexity in a more consistent manner, in certain applications using structured grids is still the best choice, mainly due to preference in terms of consumed memory, efficiency and the ease of implementation. Moreover, with the invention of immersed boundary methods with make possible to manage complex geometries on structured grids, there is recently a significant interest to application of structured grids in scientific computing. Progress in power of supercomputer changes the bias in favor of structured grids too, as they are usually more appropriate for parallel computing.
Some of numerical algorithms on structured grids use sequential sweeping; grid by grid procedure on a mandatory order. In fact, using the conventional version of sequential algorithms, it is not possible to perform computations simultaneously. This limit us to use full power of multi-processor shared and/or distributed memory machines.
Since the advent of parallel computers, several parallel versions of the SOR method have been developed. Most variants of these algorithms have been developed by using multi-color ordering schemes or domain decomposition techniques [2, 13, 1, 17, 27, 14, 15, 5, 7, 19, 11, 23, 29] . In contrast to domain decomposition method, a multi-color SOR method has usually a faster convergence rate, but is usually more difficult to solve elliptic boundary value problems in complex domains [28] . To improve the convergence rate of a domain decomposition algorithms, a novel mesh partition strategy was proposed in [29] which led to an efficient parallel SOR. This method has the same asymptotic rate of convergence as the Red-Black SOR [29] . Although, multi-color SOR algorithms are also usually implemented based on a domain decomposition strategy, the Xie and Adams's algorithm [29] takes less interprocessor data communication time than a multi-color SOR. The blocked version of the Xie and Adams's parallel SOR algorithm [29] is suggested in Xie [28] . According to presented results, the rate of convergence and parallel performance of this version is better than that of the non-blocked version.
The main drawback of the above mentioned parallel versions of SORs is lower rate of convergence in contrast to original one. This is mainly due to enforced decoupling between equations to provide some degree of concurrency in computations. For example in the m-color SOR method, an increase in the number of colors decreases the rate of convergence. So a key to achieve an efficient parallel SOR method is to minimize the degree of decoupling due to parallelization.
Other techniques such as the pipelining of computation and communication and an optimal schedule of a feasible number of processors are also applied to develop parallel SOR methods when the related coefficient matrix is banded [16, 20, 10, 18, 4, 3] . These techniques can isolate parts of the SOR method which can be implemented in parallel without changing the sequential SOR. The convergence rate of these methods are same as the original one but the application is limited to banded-structure matrices.
The present goals to suggest a new method to parallelize sequential sweeping on structured grids. The specific focus is on the SOR method which can be regarded as an iterative preconditioner, smoother or even a linear solver. Without loss of generality, the later case is taken into account in this study to simplify arguments. Since there is a direct correspondence between SOR and ILU preconditioners on structured grids, the presented method can be used to develop parallel ILU methods as well.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present the implementation of method in one and two spatial dimensions respectively. The extension to three spatial dimensions is commented in Section 4. he Considering the connection between SOR and ILU preconditioners on structured grids, Section 5 argues the application of presented approach to develop ILU(p) preconditioners on structured grids. The convergence theory is established in Section 6. Section 7 extend utility of the presented method to general structured n-diagonal matrices. Section 8 is devoted to numerical results on the convergence and performance of the method. Finally Section 9 close this paper by summarizing results and outlining possible application and extension of the presented method. where Ω = [0, L x ], Γ = ∂Ω, α : Ω → R + is C 1 , β ∈ R + ∪ {0}. Also, it is assumed field variables u, u 0 and f posses the sufficient regularity required by the applied numerical method to ensure the existence and uniqueness of the discrete solution. Assume the spatial domain is discrtized into an n + 1 intervals with grid points x i = x i−1 + δx i−1 , i = 1, . . . , n and x 0 = 0, x n+1 = L x , where δx i = x i+1 − x i .
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Without loss of generality; for the ease of presentation; we discrtize (2.1) with a second order finite difference method as follows:
where subscript i denotes the value of field variable at x = x i (e.g. u i = u(x i )),
, c i = 2α i−1/2 δx i−1 (δx i + δx i−1 )
, b i = a i + c i + β,
. Using boundary conditions u 0 = u 0 (x 0 ) and u n+1 = u 0 (x n+1 ), it is possible to write above equations in the following matrix form, . . , f n−1 , f n + a n u n+1 ] T . It is evident that matrix A is irreducibly diagonally dominant which ensure the convergence of stationary iterative methods, like SOR. The SOR method using the natural rowwise ordering (left to right sweeping) generates the following sequence of iterations from a given initial guess u
where ω L ∈ (0, 2) is left to right (LR) sweeping relaxation factor and superscript (k) denotes the iteration number. The other alternative SOR method is resulted by reversing the sweeping direction (right to left sweeping):
where ω R ∈ (0, 2) is the right to left (RL) sweeping relaxation factor. The application of (2.4) and (2.5) alternatively during each two consecutive iterations leads to the classical symmetric SOR (SSOR) method. It is clear that these procedures are sequential, in the sense that update of grid point i should be performed after its left (or right) neighbor. In fact, it is not possible to perform relaxation of more than one grid point at each time in the original version of SOR method. The goal of parallel implementation of SOR method is to provide possibility of concurrent computation, simultaneously keep the convergence rate of original SOR method as much as possible. The concept of domain decomposition is used here to parallelize the SOR method. Assume spatial domain Ω is decomposed into p number 3 of non-overlapping sub-domains, i.e., Ω = ∪ p i=1 Ω i , and Ω i ∩ i =j Ω j = ∅, for i = 1, . . . , p (splitting of grid points).
For the purpose of convenience, we first describe our method for two (approximately equal) sub-domains. As illustrated in figure 2.1, discrtized spatial domain is decomposed into sub-domains Ω 1 and Ω 2 , where Ω 1 = [0, x m ] and Ω 2 = [x m+1 , L]. If (2.4) is used in Ω 1 and the computation begins from the left boundary, and simultaneously, (2.5) is used in Ω 2 and the calculation is performed from the right boundary toward left direction, then the computation of sub-domains will be independent during the first iteration. In our algorithm during the next iteration (2.5) and (2.4) are used respectively in Ω 1 and Ω 2 ; and the computations are started from grid points x m and x m+1 in the corresponding sub-domains. Therefore, we have the following equation at grid point x m ,
while the following equation should be used at grid point x m+1 ,
2.6 and (2.7) can be written in the following matrix form:
8)
The above 2 × 2 system of equation can be easily inverted to compute u (k) m+1 and u (k+1) m+1 . Computing the new values of grid points x m and x m+1 based on the mentioned procedure, the computations for the remaining grid points will be performed trivially according to the corresponding update formulae. These sequence of computation is repeated for each pair of consecutive iterations until the convergence criteria is satisfied. The flow chart of this procedure is displayed in figure 2.1. In this plot ⊕ and symbols are used to denote the application of (2.4) and (2.5) respectively; also symbol ⊗ is used to denote the application of (2.8).
The extension of this algorithm to more than two sub-domains is a straightforward job which can be described as follow (cf. figure 2.2):
(i) Division of the spatial computational domain into desired number of subdomains, based on desired load balancing constraints. (ii) Determination of the sweeping direction for each sub-domain. Sweeping direction of each sub-domain should be in opposite direction of its neighbors. For example we use LR direction for odd sub-domains and RL direction for even sub-domains. These sweeping directions are inverted after each iteration. (iii) Updating the starting node of each sub-domain with (2.8) and the remained nodes with either of (2.4) or (2.5), based on the corresponding sweeping direction. If the starting node be located at the physical boundaries, the prescribed boundary value will be used there (there is no need to use (2.8) in this case). 
The diagram of the parallel implementation of the presented SOR method for two sub-domains.
The diagram of the parallel implementation of the presented SOR method in onedimension for multiple number of sub-domains. Now let's to look at the properties of the presented parallel algorithm and its connection to other domain decomposition methods. It is obvious that this algorithm is an overlapping domain decomposition method which changes the overlap regions area alternatively. As the method has some similarities to overlapping Schwarz algorithm, lets to mention some differences of our algorithm with the Schwarz method. In contrast to the Schwarz method the size of overlap regions here are changes alternatively. Sub-system of equations are only solved exactly at overlapped regions (of course alternatively); and within internal regions of sub-domains, equations are solved approximately (by one-pass SOR iteration). In Schwarz algorithm sub-domain boundaries are treated as virtual boundary conditions of Dirichlet, Neumann, Robin or mixture of these types. When relaxation factors are equal to unity (GaussSeidel iterations), our numerical treatment for sub-domain boundaries are equivalent to Neumann-type (flux) boundary conditions, in the other cases our internal boundary conditions are equivalent to a mixture of Dirichlet and Neumann ones. In the later case, the relaxation factors ω L and ω R plays role of blending factors. In fact our method tries to keep the partial coupling between sub-domain during iterations, in expense of a negligible computational cost. It is worth mentioning that due to alteration of sweeping directions we expect good smoothing properties of the presented method. Later we will observe that how such enforced local coupling leads to competitive convergence rate of the presented method in contrast to that of original SOR.
Note that the procedure for higher order stencils or other numerical methods are conceptually the same. We avoid further remarks in this regard to save the space.
3. Parallel SOR sweeping in two-dimensions. In this section we shall extend the presented parallel sweeping algorithm for two-dimensional problems. We consider the following scaler 2D elliptic PDE:
where
. Same as previous, sufficient regularities are assumed for the field variables.
Suppose that Ω is divided into (n + 2) and (m + 2) Cartesian grids along x and y directions respectively. The grid points (x i , y j ) are given by x i = x i−1 + δx i−1 , i = 1, . . . , n and y j = y j−1 + δy j−1 , j = 1, . . . , m; where
and δy j = y j+1 − y j . Same as previous, the finite difference approximation of (3.1) is used here to describe the presented method (with second order central differencing scheme). Higher order finite difference methods as well as other numerical methods (like FVM, FEM) can also be employed. The only requirement of our method is discretization of PDE on a structured grid. We use w i,j to denote the finite difference approximations of w(x i , y j ). The approximation of (3.1) with the mentioned scheme has the following form,
for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m; where a
, and the mid grid point coefficient are computed by harmonic averaging, e.g.,
Using the corresponding boundary conditions,
Same as previous, it is possible to write above equations in a matrix form. However, the presented method is matrix-free and there is no need to write equations explicitly in a matrix form at this point.
There are variety of sweeping direction to solve (3.2) with SOR method. Considering a rectangular computational domain, it is possible to start sweeping procedure from one corner toward its corresponding opposite corner. Therefore, there is four sweep directions. Using geographic directions (east, west, north, south), it is possible to show these directions by SW-to-NE, NE-to-SW, SE-to-NW and NW-to-SE. There are various sweeping strategy for each of mentioned directions. These strategies are shown in figure 3 .1 for SW-to-NE, NE-to-SW directions on a 3 × 3 structured grid. Every sweeping strategy should preserve causality; should be performed along a causal direction. The causality here means that order of update should be such that new values of at least one half of neighboring nodes of the current grid should be known prior to its update. It is possible to use distinct relaxation factors along each sweeping direction. We show relaxation parameter of each direction by subscript according to its starting corner, i.e., w SW , w N E , w SE , w N W . The SOR updating (from iteration k to k + 1) formulae for grid point (i, j) has one of the following formulae,
It is clear that due to required causality condition, the above procedures are sequential in nature. To parallelize this sequential procedure, we first split the computational domain into p (almost) equally-size non-overlapping sub-domains (based on load balancing constraints). To describe our algorithm, we consider a Cartesian decomposition in this section, i.e., p = p x × p y where p x along p y are number of sub-domains along x and y spatial axes respectively. For the sake of convenience, it is assumed that Ω is decomposed into a 2 × 2 array of sub-domains (cf. figure 3. 2). As it is implied in previous, a key to achieve a parallel SOR with a little convergence rate decay is to minimize degree of decoupling due to parallelizing, as much as possible. In the original SOR when a point is updated the remaining points sense its new value due to causality of sweeping strategy. To keep the causality of sweeping partially, a multi-frontal strategy is employed here for the purpose of parallelization. Consider the mentioned 2 × 2 Cartesian splitting of the computational domain. According to figure 3.3, we use frontal sweeping along directions, N E, N W , SE and SW for sub-domains 1 though 4 respectively. The order of updating is shown in plots. It is clear that to update node #1 of each subdomain, we need two unknown values (new values) from two neighbor sub-domains. A shaded region in figure show this coupling in iteration k-th. Therefore a local 4 × 4 system of equation should be solved for this purpose. Assuming node #1 of Ω 1 (at iteration k-th, left side of figure) is denoted by (i, j) and using global index, this local system of equation has the following form (application of (3.4), (3.6), (3.5) and (3.3)
This system of equation is non-singular and can be easily inverted. After update of the corner node (node 1), we should update nodes on (virtual) boundaries of subdomains. As it is shown in figure 3.3), node #2 of each sub-domain is coupled to node #2 of a neighbor sub-domain. Assuming node #1 of Ω 1 is denoted by (i, j) and using global index, using (3.4) and (3.5)the following 2 × 2 system of equations should be solved to compute new values of node #2 in Ω 1 and Ω 3 , in fact (i − 1, j) and
Note that the new values of u
i,j+1 are located in right hand side of (3.8) as they are known after solution of (3.7). In the same manner other remaining boundary nodes will be updated. Then, the internal nodes will be updated using a classic SOR method along the corresponding sweeping direction.
The next sweep (iteration (k + 1)-th) for the mentioned decomposition will be performed along the corresponding opposite directions, i.e., SW , SE, N W and N E for sub-domains 1 though 4 respectively (cf. figure 3. 3). In this specific example there is no need to solution some local system of equations for this sweep; but in general one may usually needs to solve such systems at coupling points of sub-domains which are determined based on sweeping directions. Figure 3 .4 shows the alteration of sweeping directions during each four consecutive iterations for a 4 × 4 array of sub-domains. In the next following sub-sections some implementation issues of our algorithm will be discussed in details.
iteration k iteration k+1 iteration k+2 iteration k+3 As a final remark in this section it should be mentioned that the extension of our algorithm for nine-point or higher order central stencils is straightforward. As the extend of computational molecule is increased in a higher order method, the size of local systems to be solved will be also increased accordingly. Following the same strategy, it would be possible to apply the presented method for other numerical methods, e.g., FVM and FEM methods, on a structured grid. Note that every structured grid has a one-to-one correspondence with with a Cartesian grid. Therefore, the presented method can be directly used for non-Cartesian structured grids too. To save the space, further details in this regards are ignored in this study.
3.0.1. Domain decomposition. The first aspect of our parallel algorithm is to divide the computational grid into parts. This is how the full computational task is divided among the various processors. Each processor works on a portion of the grid and anytime a processor needs information from another one a message will be passed (in message passing protocol; no message passing is needed regarding to shared-memory machines).
To achieve a good parallel performance, we like to have an optimal load balancing and the least communication between processors. Consider the load balancing first. Assuming a homogeneous parallel machine, one would like that each processor does the same amount of work during every iteration. That way, each processor is always working and not sitting idle. It makes sense to partition the grid such that each processor gets an equal (or nearly equal) number of nodes to work on. The second criterion, needs to minimize the number of edge cuts and the degree of adjacency for each sub-domain (number of neighbors processor). So the domain decomposition could be converted to a constrained optimization problem in which the communication cost to be minimized under the load balancing constraint. In the case of regular Cartesian grid, this optimization problem can be easily solved within a negligible cost.
The cost of communication is composed from two types of elapsed time, one proportional to the communicated data size (function of network communication speed) and one due to the network latency which is independent from the data size. Therefore, dealing with a high latency networks, we may prefer to decrease the degree of adjacency in our communication graph; in expense of a higher size of communicated data size. On the other hand, dealing with low latency networks, we may neglect the effect of network latency. It is worth mentioning that, using an overlapped communi-cation and computation strategy, it will be possible to decrease cost of communication.
The above discussion is correct in general for every parallel algorithms. However, one should consider other criteria when the convergence rate of the parallel algorithm is a function domain decomposition topology (number of sub-domains and their geometries).
In the present study increasing number of sub-domains along each spatial direction is equivalent to decreasing the degree of coupling in that direction. Rough speaking, it usually decreases the convergence rate. However, this conclusion is not correct in general. In some cases, a limited degree of decoupling not only decreases the convergence rate but also improves it. As an example consider the solution of Poisson equation in a square domain. Also, assume that the center of domain is the center of symmetry for the exact solution. Now, let's to decompose the domain into 2 × 2 equal sub-domains. Due to mentioned symmetry, the parallel algorithm performs superior than the original SOR method (as it is more consistent to mentioned symmetry in actual solution). This example implies that decoupling does not always decrease the convergence rate. Therefore, one may expect that an algorithm with partial coupling (like that of ours) performs even superior than the original SOR in practice.
Sweeping directions.
After the domain decomposition, it is essential to determine the sweeping directions for each sub-domain during 4 consecutive iterations. For this purpose it is sufficient to use the following rules (lie 1D version of algorithm):
-Along each spatial direction the sweeping direction of a sub-domain should be in opposite direction of its neighbor sub-domains (cf. figure 3.4 ). -The sweeping directions (along all spatial directions) should be reversed during every pair of iterations (cf. figure 3.4 ). -After each pair of iteration, the sweeping will be performed along a new diagonal, e.g., after two consecutive iterations along diagonal SW -N E, the direction of sweeping for the next two iteration will be changed to SE-N W diagonal (cf. figure 3.4).
Using the above mentioned rules, the sweeping directions are generated automatically without any complexity, e.g., figure 3.4 is produced applying the above mentioned rules within a nested loop using a few lines of Tikz 1 scripts.
3.0.3. Data structure. In the sequential SOR a two-dimensional array is sufficient to store the global data. This needs a nested loop to sweep the hole domain. Since in the presented parallel SOR method, we do not have a regular order of updating for sub-domains boundary nodes, it is preferable to store order of update for these nodes. To achieve better performance every data (mentioned indexes and field variables) are stored in a one-dimensional array (sometimes called as vectorization). In fact in this way we have a one-to-one mapping from 2D indexing to 1D indexing, e.g., node (i, j) is stored at location i + j * (n + 2) in the one-dimensional array. In this way, the location of nodes (i + 1, j) and (i, j + 1) will be the location of node (i, j) plus 1 and (n + 2) values respectively.
To update nodes which are located at boundaries between neighbor sub-domains, the data from the corresponding neighbor sub-domains is required. Therefore, we add two rows/columns of halo points around each sub-domain which are renewed (via 1 www.texample.net/tikz/ communication) prior to a new iteration (in the case of higher order schemes, the width of halo region should be increased accordingly). In the present implementation every sub-domain has at most 8 neighbors, i.e., 4 first-degree neighbors (contacted via an edge), 4 second-degree neighbors (contacted via a corner). Figure 3 .5 shows schematically the communicated data during SW to N E and N E to SW sweeps for a sub-domain with 8 active neighbors. In this figure, yellow-shaded regions contain native nodes and gray-shaded regions includes required data which should be communicated. It is clear that it is possible to overlap a portion of communications with computations to improve the performance. 4. Extension to three-dimensions. Following the geometric procedure discussed in the previous section, it is straightforward to extend the presented method to three-dimensional (3D) cases. The main ingredients of such extensions are briefly addressed here.
In 3D case, there are eight alternatives frontal sweeping directions. Adding front and back directions to mentioned geographic directions (east, west, north, south), these eight sweep directions are as follows: BSW -to-F N E, F N E-to-BSW , BN E-to-F SW , F SW -to-BN E, BN W -to-F SE, F SE-to-BN W , BSE-to-F N W and F N Wto-BSE. There are eight relaxation parameters accordingly, ω BSW , ω F N E , ω BN E , ω F SW , ω BN W , ω F SE , ω BSE and ω F N W . After the domain decomposition, the sweeping directions are determined for each domain for each eight consecutive iterations using mentioned rules in 3.0.2. Using a Cartesian decomposition topology, each subdomain will has at most 26 neighbors, i.e., 6 first-degree neighbors (contacted via a face), 12 second-degree neighbors (contacted via an edge), 8 third-degree neighbors (contacted via a corner).
Same as 2D version of algorithm, some local system of equations are needed to be solved at sub-domains coupling nodes. Now, consider a sub-domain with 26 active neighbor. At starting corner, a 8×8 system of linear equations should be solved. Note that this system is not dense (includes 32 none-zero entries). Then, along each of the three coupling edges, a sort of 4 × 4 local system of linear equations should be solved in an appropriate order. In the same manner, on each of the three corresponding coupling faces a sort of 2 × 2 local systems of equations should be solved based on an appropriate update order. Updating coupling nodes, the remaining nodes are updated using classic SOR method along the corresponding sweep direction.
5. Parallel incomplete LU preconditioners. The SOR method does not usually used as an iterative solver in practice. But it is commonly used as a smoother in multi-grid methods or as a preconditioner in Krylov subspace methods. In these cases, a few iterations of SOR method is applied during each step of preconditioning (or smoothing). Another kind of preconditioners which are extensively used in Krylov subspace methods are incomplete LU (ILU) preconditioners. However due to sequential nature of incomplete factorization and also forward/backward subsituation procedure, application of ILU methods in parallel is challenge.
In this section, we show that the presented parallel method can be equivalently used to develop parallel ILU preconditioners. A simple observation shows that single pass of a symmetric Gauss-Seidel method on a n-diagonal matrix (precisely a matrix includes only a few non-zero diagonals with symmetric sparsity pattern) is equivalent to ILU(0) preconditioning (cf. section 10.3 of [21] ). Therefore, the presented parallel algorithm can be used as a parallel ILU(0) preconditioner as well. Similarly, ILU(p) preconditioning for such structured matrices is equivalent to application of our method for a higher order method (cf. section 10.3 of [21] ) which make sense to use our method to parallelize ILU(p) preconditioners as well.
Later, we will show that our method can be applied for n-diagonal matrices raised from discretization of PDEs on structured grids. Therefore, the presented strategy can be also regarded as a parallel ILU(p) preconditioner for such n-diagonal matrices.
6. Convergence analysis. In this section we first proof the convergence of the presented parallel algorithm in one-and two-spatial dimensions. Following the same line of proof, the extension of theory to higher dimension will be straightforward.
Mono-dimensional convergence analysis.
To simplify the analysis, it is worth to write the presented method in an algebraic form. Without loss of generality, assume that the spatial domain is decomposed into p number of sub-domains where p is an even integer and all sub-domains include l number of grid points (note that boundary nodes are not considered here, i.e., n = pl). Also, assume that the sweeping direction of the first sub-domain is LR at the starting iteration. We can decompose matrix A in (2.3) as follows,
where I denotes an n × n identity matrix here,
, 13 for q = 1, 2, . . . , p − 1,
a n−l+1 −a n−l+1 a n−l+2 . . .
Note that matrices L q and R q should be assembled in G 
Proof. Considering the decomposition (6.1) of matrix A, with simple algebra, we can write the presented one-dimensional parallel iterative algorithm in the following matrix form (k = 0, 2, · · · ),
T . From (6.2) we have,
in which,
To proof the convergence of iterations (6.3) it is remained to show that the spectral radius of iteration matrix T which is denoted by ρ(T ) here is strictly less than unity (cf. [21] ). Now, let's to define the matrixT which is equivalent to T (has the same spectral radius),
Using (6.4),T can be written as follows,
Let's to define the following matrices
Assume eigenvalues of G L− , G L+ , G R− and G R+ are denoted by the following vectors respectively,
It is easy to show that,
Using the knowledge of linear algebra we have,
R+ ) where the norm operator · is understood as the Euclidean norm here,
15 ρ(T ) < 1 which complete the proof.
Corollary 6.3. The presented one-dimensional parallel Gauss-Seidel algorithm (ω L = ω R = 1) is unconditionally convergent.
Corollary 6.4. When ω L = ω R = ω the convergence criterion of the presented one-dimensional parallel SOR algorithm is similar to that of sequential SOR method, i.e., 0 < ω < 2. Moreover ω opt = 1 in this case.
Remark 6.5. Using the same procedure, it will easy to show that the coefficient matrix A corresponding to a high order methods (includes more extended computational molecules) admits a decomposition like to (6.1), where G L and G R are two strictly positive definite block lower and upper triangular matrices respectively. Then, it will be straightforward to proof the convergence similarly.
6.2. Two-dimensional convergence analysis. Following the previous section, it is possible to proof the convergence of the presented method in two spatial dimensions. To illustrate this issue, the convergence of the presented two-dimensional algorithm for discrtized equation (3.2) will be discussed in this section.
Extension of mono-dimensional proof to higher dimensions is based on tensor product properties of the structured grids. The standard five-point discretization of (3.1) problem on an n × m structured grid (ignoring Dirichlet boundary nodes) leads to the following system of linear equation (the effects of Dirichlet boundary nodes are included in the right hand side vector), Au = f where strictly positive definite nm × nm dimensional matrix A has the following structure (row-wise ordering is assumed for grid points),
where each of B i , A i and C i is an n × n multi-diagonal (three or mono-diagonal) matrices. For j = 2, . . . , m − 1,
and
Without loss of generality, assume that the spatial domain is decomposed into p x × p y number of sub-domains, where p x and p y are even and every sub-domain includes l x × l y number of grid points (n = p x l x and m = p y l y ). Also, assume that the sweeping direction of the first sub-domain is N E-to-SW at the starting iteration. It is easy to show that the coefficient matrix A admits the following decomposition (notice that the natural row-wise ordering is considered here),
where I denotes an n × m identity matrix here,
, for q = 2, . . . , p y ,
where P j = A j (for j = 1, . . . , m−1), Q j = C j (for j = 2, . . . , m) and for j = 1, . . . , m,
Considering effects of boundaries,
Note that matrices N q and S q should be assembled in G 1 and G 2 such that H j and V j entries are matched on the corresponding main diagonals. in the same manner, matrices N E r,j , N W r,j , SE r,j and SW r,j should be assembled in H j and V j such that their positive diagonals are matched on the corresponding main diagonals. Using the same approach, parallel sweeping along the other diagonal, N W -to-SE, implies the following decomposition,
Since there is a clear analogy between decompositions (6.7) and (6.8), we avoid further details about G 3 and G 4 too save the space. In fact, during a N E-to-SW sweep, matrices G 1 and G 2 respectively include the implicit and explicit parts of the computational molecule related to the discrtized diffusion operator. During a SW -to-N E sweep, the position of implicit and explicit parts will be reversed.
To simplify the proof of convergence, we define some helpful matrices and mention their elegant properties here. Corollary 6.9. Assume that n × n matrix A is an alternatively lower-upper triangular matrix, then det(A) = n i=1 a ii and the set eigenvalues of matrix A are equal to set of diagonal entries.
Proof. The proof is evidently followed considering the definition of the matrix determinant.
Corollary 6.10. Assume that n × n matrix A is an alternatively block lowerupper triangular matrix, then det(A) is equal to the product of determinant of its diagonal blocks and the set eigenvalues of matrix A are equal to union of set of eigenvalues corresponding to the diagonal blocks.
Lemma 6.11. Assume that n × n matrix A is an alternatively lower-upper triangular matrix, then there is a set of permutations with cardinality m n that maps A to either a lower triangular or an upper triangular matrix.
Lemma 6.12. Assume that n × n matrix A is an alternatively block lower-upper triangular matrix, then there is a set of permutations with cardinality m n that maps A to either a lower block triangular an upper triangular triangular matrix. Since Lemma 6.11 and 6.12 do not play any role in the course of our analysis, we leave their proof to interested readers. Corollary 6.13. Matrices G 1 , G 2 , G 3 and G 4 in (6.7) and (6.8) are alternatively block lower-upper triangular.
Proof. The proof is evident, considering the structures of G 1 , G 2 , G 3 and G 4 illustrated in this section. It is worth mentioning that the same result is hold for sub-matrices H j and V j which is summarized in the following corollary.
Corollary 6.14. Matrices H j and V j (j = 1, . . . , m), are alternatively block lower-upper triangular. 
global ordering 2 Lets to visualize results of Lemma 6.12 and Corollary 6.13 through a simple example. For this purpose we use 2 × 2 decomposition of the 6 × 6 spatial grid shown in left side of figure 3.3. To show the global sparsity pattern, we should first convert local indexing into a global one. We use two type of global ordering here. The first one based on natural row-wise ordering (cf. left hand side of figure 6.1). The second one is globalization of update order according to our algorithm. Assuming local updating index of a node #n is in Ω j is denoted by i l , its global index is computed as i g = 4 * (i l − 1) + j for coupling nodes and the remaining nodes are indexed based on priority of their domain ID (cf. right hand side of figure 6.1). The global sparsity pattern of A, G 1 and G 2 for these two case of global ordering is shown in figure  6 .2. The plot clearly confirms the results of corollary 6.13. It is worth mentioning that, the global ordering based on the presented parallel sweeping algorithm defines a permutation to map the alternatively block lower-upper triangular matrices G 1 and G 2 to their corresponding block lower (upper) triangular (compare upper and lower part of figure 6.2).
Assume that eigenvalues of matrices G 1 , G 2 , G 3 and G 4 in (6.7) and (6.8) are denoted by the following vectors vectors respectively The following Lemma computes these values explicitly.
Lemma 6.15. The following relation holds for sets of eigenvalues of G 1 , G 2 , G 3 and G 4 in (6.7) and (6.8),
Proof. Considering Corollary 6.13, the eigenvalues of G 1 , G 2 , G 3 and G 4 are equal to their diagonal entries. The diagonal entries are equal to diagonals of H i and V j for j = 1, . . . , m which complete the proof. 
Proof. Let's to define the following temporary notations to concise expressions,
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Inspiring from the 1D analysis, we consider every four iterations of the presented method as a group of iterations (sweeping along N E-to-SW , SW -to-N E, N W -to-SE and SE-to-N W respectively). Considering the decomposition (6.7) and (6.8) of A, we can write the presented two-dimensional parallel iterative algorithm in the following matrix form (k = 0, 4, · · · ),
9) where vector a includes diagonal entries of A with an order consistent to G i . From (6.9) we have,
where,
With some simple manipulations of iteration matrix T , we have,
such that ρ(T ) = ρ(T ), and,
Assume eigenvalues of
. . , mn) respectively, it is easy to show that,
Therefore, we have ( · denotes the Euclidean norm),
Since, ρ(T ) = ρ(T ) = T , using (6.13), the following condition ensures the convergence of iterations:
Corollary 6.18. The presented two-dimensional parallel Gauss-Seidel algo-
Corollary 6.19. When ω N E = ω SW = ω N W = ω SE = ω the convergence criterion of the presented two-dimensional parallel SOR algorithm is similar to that of sequential SOR method, i.e., 0 < ω < 2. Moreover, in this case ω opt = 1.
7. Extension to general structured n-diagonal matrices. Using the Cartesian tensor product properties of structured grids and following the same procedure mentioned in the previous sections, the extension of our method to three (or higher) spatial dimensions is straightforward. Therefore, it is not of value to further discuss on this issue. Now, let us to generalize our method a bit more. It is clear that every structured grid in R d has 2 d corner points and so 2 d directed diagonal directions (sweeping directions in our algorithm). 
A is an n-diagonal matrix with a symmetric sparsity pattern (n is odd). Then we called A as a structured n-diagonal matrix if there is a computational molecule M which maps nonzero entries of every row i of A to a set of points in the neighborhood of node i in Z; and vice versa. We assume that the reader is aware from the required special treatment at/near boundaries of Z. Therefore, these issues are ignore within Definition 7.3. In fact by Definition 7.3 we would like to extend application of our method to every matrix A which can be connected to a structured grid, e.g., it can be raised from discretization of a PDE on a structured grid. Now, we want to generalize previous results, i.e., solving (preconditioning) system of linear equations Au = f by parallel SOR (or ILU) when A is an irreducible diagonal dominant structured n-diagonal matrix. Let us to briefly mention the outline of algorithm in this case. Assume Z ⊂ R d is the corresponding structured grid to A. We first decompose Z into parts (based on load balancing criteria) and define the sweeping directions for each sub-domain during the course of each 2 d iterations. Then, order of update for coupling points are determined; note that the coupling points are determined based on the current sweeping direction and the computational molecule. Finally the iterative procedure is started by updating coupling points in the corresponding order and then internal nodes. Now let us to re-state the convergence theories for this general case. Although, we do not proof the following results, their proof should be straightforward (though can be very massive if one does not find an appropriate abstraction in this regard). 
In this section we present numerical results on the convergence and performance of the presented method. As the computing platform we used a 32-core mechine based on 16 Dual-Core Intel 2400 Mhz nodes (4GB RAM on each node) switched with a Gbit Ethernet network. The MPICH [8] library was used for message passing implementation of exchange algorithm.
The d-dimensional (d = 1, 2, 3) version of following laplace equation is used here as a model problem,
where x i denotes the i-th component of spatial position vector, e.g., for d = 3, x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = (x, y, z). The exact solution of (8.1) isû(x) = i=d i=1 x i . Since this exact solution is spatially d-linear, it is possible to recover the exact solution by a spatially second order numerical method, independent of the grid resolution. Therefore, the discretization errors does can not contribute in our numerical analysis. In all of our numerical examples in this study, the L 1 -norm of error (with respect to the exact solution) is used to study the convergence. Assume that the total number of degree of freedoms is n after the discretization of (8.1), the L 1 -norm of error is computed as follows, L 1 − error = 1 n n l=1 |u l −û l |, where u i andû i denote respectively the approximate and exact solutions at the i-th degree of freedom. Moreover, the initial guess is taken to be u l = 0 (for l = 1, . . . , n) and the iterations is stopped when the L 1 -norm of error is below threshold 1.e − 3; except in our 3D experiments in which the convergence threshold 1.e − 2 is taken into account.
Although we do not plan to release a software related to the presented method, some (crude) Fortran codes related to model problems used in this study are freely available on the following web (mainly to demonstrate the validity of results presented in this section): http : //sites.google.com/site/rohtav/home/par. 8.1. One-dimensional numerical experiment. In our one-dimensional numerical experiments (8.1) is solved on uniform grids with resolutions, 41, 81 and 161.
In the first 1D example, the model problem is solved by In this left to right sweeping Gauss-Seidel (LRGS), right to left sweeping Gauss-Seidel (RLGS), symmetric sweeping Gauss-Seidel (SGS) and the presented parallel Gauss-Seidel with various number of sub-domains (PGS(p), p denotes the number of sub-domains). Table 8 .1 shows the results of this experiment. It is clear that the presented method is convergent independent from the number of sub-domains, and the number of iterations to meet the convergence criterion is close to that of the original GaussSeidel methods. In the second 1D example the model problem is solved by left to right sweeping SOR (LRSOR), right to left sweeping SOR (RLSOR), symmetric sweeping SOR (SSOR) and the presented parallel SOR with various number of sub-domains (PSOR(p), p denotes the number of sub-domains). The optimal values of ω are applied in these experiments. These values are primarily computed via numerical experiments (searching in [1.0, 2.0] with 1.e − 3 accuracy). Tables 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 show results of these experiments. According to tables, PSOR method is convergent and has a competitive convergence rate with sequential SOR methods. Since the initial error had an asymmetric spatial distribution, the sweeping directions has considerable effect on the iteration counts. For example RLSOR method has the best convergence rate. Note the presented parallel solver 26 overcomes LRSOR and SSOR in some cases. Since the optimal values of ω L in SSOR and PSOR solvers are close to unity, it suggests to apply simultaneous over-relaxation and under-relaxation to improve the convergence. Results of symmetric successive over/under-relaxation SOR (SSOUR) and parallel successive over/under-relaxation SOR (PSOUR) are compared in Table Table 8 8.2. Two-dimensional numerical experiment. In our two-dimensional numerical experiments (8.1) is solved by row-wise ordering Gauss-Seidel (RGS) and SOR (RSOR), symmetric Gauss-Seidel (SGS) and SOR (SSOR), frontal sweeping GaussSeidel (FGS) and SOR (FSOR) and the presented parallel Gauss-Seidel (PGS(p x , p y ), where p x and p y are the number of sub-domains in x and y directions respectively) and SOR (PSOR(p x , p y )) on grid resolutions 51 × 51, 101 × 101 and 151 × 151.
Since the topology of domain decomposition may changes the convergence rate of parallel solver, strip-wise and square-wise topologies are examined in this experiment (cf. figure 8.1 ). The strip-wise and square-wise domain decompositions have a p × 1 and √ p × √ p topologies respectively, where p is the number of sub-domains. Results of this experiment are summarized in Tables 8.6 , 8.7 and 8.8. According to tables, the number of iterations to meet the convergence for the presented parallel method is close to that of sequential ones, and there is not sensible dependency to the topology of domain decomposition. Note that in this experiment the relaxation parameters for all directions are taken to be equal. p x , p y , p z ) , where p x , p y and p z are number of sub-domains in x, y and z directions respectively) and SOR (PSOR(p x , p y , p z )) on grid resolutions 25 × 25 × 25, 51 × 51 × 51 and 101 × 101 × 101. Figure 8 .2 shows the topologies of domain decompositions used in this numerical experiment. The relaxation parameters are taken to be equal along all sweeping directions in this section. Table 8 .9, 8.10 and 8.11 show results of this numerical experiment. Tables show that the presented parallel 3D solvers are convergent and number of iterations for achieving convergence are close to that of sequential solvers, in particular in some cases the parallel solver performs slightly better than the sequential solver. Like 2D results, the convergence rate of 3D solver has a little dependency to topology of domain decomposition in this experiment.
In contrast to previously suggested parallel SOR methods in literature our results are very promising, as we do not observe sensible convergence decay due to parallelization which is a pathological weakness of alternative parallel SOR methods. This observation suggest us to use the presented parallel SOR solver as a cache efficient SOR method which is disseised in the nest section. 8.4. Cache-efficient SOR relaxation. The growing speed gap between processor and memory has led to the development of hierarchical memories and utility of using caches in modern processors [22] . Nowadays the speed of a code depends increasingly on how well the cache structure is exploited in the course of computation. The number of cache misses is recently an important factor parallel to the number of floating point operations (FLOPS), during comparison of numerical algorithms. Unfortunately, it is not easy to a-priori estimate number of cache misses, but it is easy to perform a posteriori analysis [9] .
When a program references a memory location, the data in the referenced location and nearby locations are brought into a cache level. Any additional references to data before these are evicted from the cache will be one or two orders of magnitude faster than references to main memory. So increasing the data locality leads to decreasing cache miss and so the computational performance. A program is said to have a good data locality if, most of the time, the computer finds the data referenced by the program in its cache. The locality of a program can be improved by changing the order of computation and/or the assignment of data to memory locations so that references to the same or nearby locations occur near to each other during the program execution [24] . Interested readers are refereed to [9, 12, 22, 24] for further details about this topic.
Based on the above discussion, each parallel algorithm based on the domain decomposition concept is potentially a cache efficient algorithm. The presented method in this study decomposes the global data into smaller sub-domains (with more locality), and after getting essential information from neighbor sub-domains at start of each iteration, performs computations in each sub-domain independently. In this section we shall study the performance of presented parallel SOR from the viewpoint of cache efficiency. For this purpose the 3D model problem is solved with the presented parallel Gauss-Seidel method (ω = 1.0) on grid resolutions 25 × 25 × 25, 51 × 51 × 51, 101 × 101 × 101 and 151 × 151 × 151 (a single processor is used in this experiment).
Let's the define the efficiency-factor as the ratio of the total CPU time for cache efficient solver to that of classic sequential solver. Figure 8 .3 shows variation of efficiency-factor vs. number of sub-domains in this experiment. The plot shows that when the size of global data is sufficiently large (the cache-miss is susceptible), the efficiency-factor is increased with increasing the number of sub-domains (data locality). Note that with increasing the number of sub-domain the number of FLOPS is slightly increased, but due to mentioned effect solver performs superior.
9. Closing remarks. In the present study, a new method is developed to parallelize sequential sweeping procedure on structured grids, and is used to parallelize the SOR (and ILU) preconditioning method on structured grids. This method can be considered as a special overlapping domain decomposition which uses a fully parallel multi-frontal sweeping strategy with local coupling at sub-domains's interfaces. The implementation of method in one and two spatial dimensions is discussed in details and its extension to higher dimension is briefly outlined. The application of method then extended to general structured n-diagonal matrices. Using notion of alternatively block upper-lower triangular matrices, the convergence theory is established in general. Our numerical show that the convergence rate of the presented method is close to that of sequential solver. It is indeed a very promising result does not reported for previous parallel versions of SOR to our knowledge (in fact our method does not show sensible convergence rate decay due to parallilization). This result suggest us to use this solver as cache efficient SOR method. Numerical results on this issue also support effectiveness of this idea.
It is worth mentioning that our strategy can be directly sued to parallelize other sequential procedures on structured grid. For example in the supplementary material to this work (see: [26] ), we use the same strategy to parallelize the fast sweeping method to solve the eikonal equation. The efficiency of that method in some cases (complex geometries) are significantly better than the original fast sweeping as well as classic fast marching method. Moreover in [25] , we introduce a fully explicit and unconditionally stable parallel method to solve nonlinear transient heat equation. This method is based on parallelizing multi-dimensional version of the Saul'yev scheme using the presented marching algorithm in this study. Finally, we believe that the presented strategy can be extended to semi-structured grids (like quadtree/octree grids). At the moment, we think that under certain assumptions such an extension is straightforward. Lets to outline this idea on quadtrees. We denote by Cartesian graded quadtree a grid which is resulted from an isotropic hierarchical graded refinement of a square-shaped root cell. Now consider quadtree grid Q. Assume there is an orientation preserving deformation T which maps Q into a graded Cartesian quadtree denoted by Q. Moreover, assume that there is a square-shaped decomposition 2 D on Q such that every sub-domain is still a graded Cartesian quadtree. Then it is possible to apply the presented parallel strategy on D. In this case the sweeping directions within each sub-domain are determined based on Z-order space filing cures (cf. [6] ) started from sub-domain's corners.
